Case Study: JOY Develops the First Musical-Visual Instrument with the Intel® Perceptual Computing SDK

By Karen Marcus

TheBestSync, a development company based in China, is a creative and energetic team with years of production experience. The company’s focus is on providing comprehensive technological solutions and execution integrated in an artistic package. Two technologies they have used to achieve these ends are perceptual computing and augmented reality (AR) technology, which is the integration of digital information with live video or the user’s environment in real time. AR also uses location-based system information to enhance users’ expression and sense of identification.

The team has created a few applications—mostly shooting and racing games—using Kinect® technology. For example, one of the games involves two people racing, using their hands to try and wave the fastest.

TheBestSync’s participation in Phase I of the Intel® Perceptual Computing Challenge offered the opportunity to create a musical-visual instrument based on perceptual computing. The application, called JOY, is intuitive enough for anyone (even children) to use, including those without musical training. The team was excited to take their perceptual computing and AR experience and knowledge to the next level.

A Musical Innovation: JOY

JOY is the first perceptual music-visual instrument. Performers can use it to display different sound elements and visual effects by altering the gestures, distance, depth, and altitude of their hands in front of the Creative® Interactive Gesture Camera (the Camera). The result is a simultaneous audio and visual experience operated through simple performer control.

JOY was conceived by Alpha Lam, CEO of TheBestSync. With experience as a sound engineer and musician, Lam wanted to develop an instrument that allows users to perform music without the tough learning curve. In researching perceptual computing technology, he thought of designing an instrument that enables users to just move their fingers, without touching any physical object, to play. He called together music and programming specialists within TheBestSync to work on this project. Getting started was a challenge, but after several rounds of testing, the team became convinced of the advantages of the Intel® Perceptual Computing Software Development Kit (SDK) as well as the new method of playing music based on actions anyone could make.

In his vision for JOY, Lam sees users playing music at home, sharing their creativity with friends, or showcasing it at parties. In particular, says Lam, “Professional DJs or musicians can feel free to express their unlimited musical creativity on stage.” (See Figure 1.)
Development Using the Intel Perceptual Computing SDK

As perceptual computing technology advances, gesture, facial, and voice recognition will fundamentally change how users interact with computers. At the time of the challenge, the Intel Perceptual Computing SDK was still in beta, and the plan was to take participants’ feedback to improve future releases of the SDK.

When TheBestSync developers heard about Intel’s perceptual computing innovations, they saw a match with other software they were developing. The team conducted an in-depth study of the beta version of the Intel Perceptual Computing SDK, and decided to join Phase I of the Intel Perceptual Computing Challenge. Lam says, “We created JOY based on the advantages of perceptual computing and hope more people can get to know our design to promote perceptual computing instrument development.”

JOY was designed specifically for the Challenge (see Figure 2). Lam says, “We considered the status of the Intel Perceptual Computing SDK and fully used the gesture control function. We hadn’t used the same range of gestures in previous apps; those developed for JOY were new for us. We wanted to let users get to know the advantages of perceptual computing through our application.”

Figure 1. JOY in use
Figure 2. A menu screen in JOY

Deciding Which Elements to Include

The team tried various input modes during the development process, including face, gesture, and voice modules. Lam explains, “When users tilted their head or turned it to the left or right, the face module sometimes failed to recognize the face. In this case, the users would need to turn their head back to the front to reactivate the recognition. I believe Intel is trying hard to improve this issue in the SDK. We used a program algorithm to improve this but still weren’t able to fully solve the problem.”

Lam adds, “For the voice module, the recognition was a bit slow. The new version of the SDK improves the voice recognition a lot, including increased language options and recognition capability.”

In the version of the application submitted for the Challenge, gesture recognition was the only input mode used. Lam notes, “We tested the application and found that the gesture control was the most stable part, the part that staged the best, and the easiest part for users to control. Therefore, we designed the application control mode based on hand manipulation and music manipulation. We modified the creative direction based on making the experience of using the application as user-friendly as possible.”
The initial idea for gesture-controlled functions came from a combination of Lam’s understanding of music performance and his knowledge of perceptual computing. Application improvement came from user testing. Lam notes, “In our early efforts with gesture recognition, there were errors in left/right hand recognition. For example, the default setting was for the first hand recognized to be the left hand. So, when players raised their right hand first to start the game, there was a recognition error, and all following actions got swapped between the right and left hands. To resolve this, we added criteria to assist with recognition. For example, we programmed the application to compare the elbow identification point versus the palm identification point; if the x-axis coordinates of the elbow identification point were bigger than the palm point, it was seen as the right hand. We realize this solution may still need to be improved.”

In addition, there were miscalculations as to how many fingers were being captured. The team filtered the finger quantity calculation to ensure stable recognition.

To determine which gestures worked best, the team did several rounds of testing to ensure that each one was stable and able to control the application continuously and individually. “For each gesture,” says Lam, “we tried to make it as intuitive and easy to associate as possible. For example, changing the distance between right and left hands horizontally activates reverb, while changing it vertically activates an echo effect.” The team found that five fingers all open worked best for recognition; waving or circling hands was also stable.

The interface used to show how many fingers are being captured was inspired, says Lam, by stage lights: “We tried our best not to destroy the overall visual aesthetic by showing the fingers while providing clear enough hints to players.”

**Design Challenges**

The biggest challenge in the development process was making the finger controls more user-friendly. The team implemented several adjustments:

- To ensure the application accurately detected the numbers of validated fingers, the team leveraged a screening technique to filter out the unstable part and provide precise finger detection. A change to sampling frequency was not needed, but, says Lam, “If we screened three frames with the same result, it was confirmed as an effective recognition, and the application filtered out the invalid data.”
- To control the mix of gestures and the order in which they occur, the team connected musical tracks to the number of fingers recognized. The fingers captured activate corresponding musical quantities and sequences.
- To maintain effective program fluency when changing gesture movements, the team filtered data to reduce recognition errors. They also added a preliminary judgment, which enables the application to judge which function the user is controlling.
**Testing**

To test this experience, the team invited two different groups of people to try the application: users with no musical background and professional musicians. They wanted to ensure that the application was user-friendly enough for those with a limited music background.

In a simple introduction that explained the way the application works, the team told testers: “Each of the 10 fingers represents a track of music, so, 10 tracks are possible to use for creating different sounds. Users can remix them through changes to finger combinations.” Following this introduction, both groups of users could easily manipulate the application.

The musician testers expected more functions and more ways of manipulating the application. Conversely, the typical response from those without musical knowledge was that it was a cool application and a brand new experience.

**Future Plans**

Though the team developed the application for the Challenge, they continue to improve it. Lam explains: “In the new version, we added a face landmark application programming interface (API) to use different input modes. We plan to add touch screen and keyboard input to enable users to switch between different devices and to provide a smoother, easier manipulation experience.” Lam adds, “We will enable the application to switch from gesture to touch screen, and we will switch the status.” The application will also switch to touch mode when users intentionally change from gesture input to the touch screen, but if no follow-up action is taken after a switch is detected, the application will remain in the same mode (see Figure 3).

![Figure 3. JOY with facial recognition](image)

In addition, the team has added music factor recording—an import function—music play list editing, and music sharing.
The team’s goals for JOY include popularizing Camera functionality and commercializing the application.

Development Experience

The team is pleased with their success in applying the perceptual music and visual playing concept to JOY. Lam believes this is the first time these components have all been brought together in one application. Another achievement was redefining the perceptual instrument to synchronize audio and visual experiences.

They learned some valuable lessons through the development experience. As a result of the development, says Lam, “TheBestSync now has an in-depth understanding of the different perceptual computing APIs as well as the lessons we learned during the testing process. Now we can design and create applications based on what we know about the advantages and disadvantages of perceptual computing.” He adds, “We have developed some AR applications for user interaction, such as one that can ‘see through’ the laptop (like a computer X-ray) to create a fun environment for users to interact with and better showcase products.”

The team urges other developers to dig into the details to understand the platform and conduct tests during the idea-generation stage to showcase the advantages of perceptual computing and avoid the disadvantages. Lam notes, “The Intel Perceptual Computing SDK is still under development, and we can foresee additional functional improvements in the future. Keeping an eye on the latest updates is crucial to development.”

Lam reflects that the emergence of perceptual computing offers more possibilities for music performance and creation. He says, “It’s a brand new experience in music performance. Anyone who likes music, even without instrument or music knowledge, can flexibly, simply, and intuitively manipulate sound using the perceptual interface, then create and perform various styles of music. It is a true music-creation tool that has no boundaries.”

Further, says Lam, “We see perceptual computing as a more intelligent human-computer interaction. It allows the computer to ‘sense’ users, while users have a more intuitive and natural way to manipulate the computer. It’s similar to going from using a mouse to using a touch screen; this is another innovation in input methods. We believe perceptual computing will redefine the relationship between human and computer, enable more input mode possibilities, and bring the user experience into a brand new world.”

Other Development Considerations

The team used the Unity* 3D development engine to quickly integrate three-dimensional (3D) models and animation into the application. Lam notes, “The Unity Asset Store also provides sufficient plug-ins to make the development more efficient.”
To program JOY, the team used C# and C++. They chose C# because it is compatible with Unity 3D. Lam says, “C# can quickly and conveniently adapt to Unity development. C# provides data encapsulation to raw data, which is convenient for developers and shortened our development duration.”

C++ was selected because the Unity interface included in the Intel Perceptual Computing SDK was insufficient to fulfill development needs. For example, says Lam, “There was no prompt function when users’ hands exceeded the detectable range. We found that age, gender, and facial expression functions were also lacking.” So, the team used C++ to extend the Unity API beyond the Intel Perceptual Computing SDK and complete the development. They found that it provided convenient function extension.

Other tools included:
- Autodesk Maya* 3D animation, which has powerful design functions that are easily adaptable to Unity
- Avid Pro Tools|HD, which has powerful sound recording and editing functions that provide a higher sound quality
- Apple Logic Pro, which enables flexible music design to establish sufficient sound resources
- NGUI Unity plug-in, which efficiently brought user interface (UI) artistic design to the program

Company

Previous TheBestSync application development covered numerous apps, including AR apps, games, UI designs, and web sites. As for the future, TheBestSync will continue to advance the development of perceptual computing by increasing its labor investment, inviting third-party investors, and using other resources to support long-term development. Lam says, “With our strong production background and advanced technology development, we aim to provide a perfect user experience by integrating perceptual technology into innovative applications.”

The company is also participating in Phase 2 of the Intel Perceptual Computing Challenge.

To learn more about TheBestSync, go to www.thebestsync.com.
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